The only way to obtain the space-time structure of heavy ion collision is through the study of two-particle momentum correlations. Thus we have studied the intensity correlation for the photons having fixed transverse momentum of one of the photons (k1T = 2 GeV) in anisotropic Quark Gluon Plasma (aQGP) to have an idea about emission zone in presence of initial momentum anisotropy. The free streaming interpolating model with fixed initial condition has been used for the spacetime evolution for most central collision at RHIC energy. The variation of Bose-Einstein correlation function (BECF), C2, for two identical photons as a function of qout, q side and q long is evaluated. We have restricted our analysis only to QGP phase to know the effect of anisotropy on the correlation function and HBT radii extracted. It is observed that the longitudinal dimension of the reaction zone is mostly affected due to the presence of momentum space anisotropy.
The only way to obtain the space-time structure of heavy ion collision is through the study of two-particle momentum correlations. Thus we have studied the intensity correlation for the photons having fixed transverse momentum of one of the photons (k1T = 2 GeV) in anisotropic Quark Gluon Plasma (aQGP) to have an idea about emission zone in presence of initial momentum anisotropy. The free streaming interpolating model with fixed initial condition has been used for the spacetime evolution for most central collision at RHIC energy. The variation of Bose-Einstein correlation function (BECF), C2, for two identical photons as a function of qout, q side and q long is evaluated. We have restricted our analysis only to QGP phase to know the effect of anisotropy on the correlation function and HBT radii extracted. It is observed that the longitudinal dimension of the reaction zone is mostly affected due to the presence of momentum space anisotropy. The prime objective of heavy ion collision (HIC) at relativistic energy is to create and explore the properties of novel state of partonic matter, known as Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP). Enormous experimental efforts at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are carried out in this direction. The method of two particle intensity interferometry, commonly known as Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometry [1] , has been used extensively in both theory and experiments to obtain the spatial and temporal information of the particle emission zones generated in HIC [2, 3] . This method was first introduced in HIC in hadronic sector through the study of quantum statistical correlation between identical pions which provide valuable inputs for the space-time description of the system at freeze out surface [2] . In contrast to hadrons, the study of two-particle intensity interferometry of electromagnetic (EM) radiations, both photon and dilepton interferometry [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , is more effective as they shed light on the dynamics of the collision from the entire evolution. Owing to large mean free path compared to the size of the system formed in HIC, the EM radiations travel unscathed from the entire evolution of the fireball without further re-scattering with the surrounding medium and hence can provide information of the history of the evolution of the hot matter created in HIC [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The hydrodynamical model proposed by Bjorken [15] takes care of the evolution dynamics and is used with great triumph to describe the heavy ion collision data which assumes the system to be in local thermal equilibrium and isotropy in momentum space. However, the thermalization in * Electronic address: Payal.Mohanty@saha.ac.in, mahatsab.mandal@saha.ac.in,pradipk.roy@saha.ac.in the HIC is a debatable issue. Due to poor knowledge of isotropization and thermalization time scale (τ iso and τ therm respectively), one need not assume the hydrodynamical behavior from the early stage of the collision. There is an additional factor that needs to be high-lightened here. Owing to rapid longitudinal expansion at the onset of QGP phase compared to partonic interaction rate, the anisotropy arises in
T in the local rest frame. With time, such asymmetry dies out with secondary partonic interactions. After which the system is considered as isotropic and thermal at proper time τ iso and beyond τ ≥ τ iso the system can be treated hydrodynamically. To include such momentum anisotropy in pre-equilibrium stage of QGP, a simple phenomenological model is adopted from refs. [16] [17] [18] . In accordance with the model, there are two parameters , plasma momentum space anisotropy (ξ) and hard momentum scale (p hard ) which take care of the anisotropic effect. We assumed two time scales here; (1) the initial QGP formation time, τ i , and (ii) the isotropization time, τ iso , where the isotropy in momentum space is achieved and they should fulfill the criteria that τ i ≥ τ iso . In absence of anisotropy, τ i = τ iso .
In this work we have studied photon interferometry for anisotropic QGP phase with RHIC initial condition at √ s N N = 200 GeV. Such an analysis helps in understanding the effect of anisotropy on the size of the source. We devote our analysis only for QGP phase as the prime intension is to observe the sensitivity of anisotropic effect on the size of emission zone. In addition to above, the initial momentum anisotropy develops in the pre-equilibrium QGP phase so it will affect dominantly in this phase compared to hadronic phase and mixed phase (if first order phase transition is considered). Here we have relaxed the assumption of local isotropy and considered the plasma with local anisotropy in p T − p L plane. We have assumed following two sets of initial conditions for the analysis; SET-I: τ i =0.147 fm/c, T i = 446 MeV and SET-II:
The article is organized as follows. We have started with the definition and formulation of BoseEinstein correlation function (BECF) in Sec. I. The thermal emission rate of photons used for the present calculation is discussed in Sec. I A. The model used for space -time evolution is briefly outlined in Sec. II. In Sec. III we discusses the sensitivity of our results to initial momentum anisotropy with varying τ iso . Finally we have summarized our finding in Sec. IV.
I. DEFINITION AND FORMALISM
The Bose-Einstein correlation function (BECF) for two photons with momenta k 1 and k 2 is defined as,
where
and
is the three momentum of the two identical photons with i = 1, 2, K = (k 1 + k 2 )/2 is the average transverse momentum, ∆k µ = k 1µ − k 2µ = q µ , x i and k i are the four co-ordinates for position and momentum variables respectively. The inclusion of the spin of the real photon will reduce the value of C 2 − 1 by 1/2. We shall be presenting the results as function of outward (q out ), side-ward (q side ) and longitudinal (q long ) momentum which can be expressed in terms of transverse momentum of individual pair as follows [2] ;
where k iT is individual transverse momentum, y i is the rapidity, and ψ i s are the angles made by k iT with the x-axis of each photons. It may be mentioned that the BEC function has values 1 ≤ C 2 ( k 1 , k 2 ) ≤ 2 for a chaotic source. These bounds are from quantum statistics. These source dimensions can be obtained by parameterizing the calculated correlation function with the empirical Gaussian form [19] ;
where i stands for side, out and long. Thus R side , R out and R long appearing in Eq. 7, are commonly referred to as HBT radii, which is measure of Gaussian widths of source size. The deviation of λ from 1/2 will indicate the presence of non-thermal sources. While the radius corresponding to q side (R side ) is closely related to the transverse size of the system, the radius corresponding to q out (R out ) measures both the transverse size and duration of particle emission and R long corresponding to q long is the measure of longitudinal dimension of the system [2, 3, [20] [21] [22] .
A. Thermal emission rate of photons
In the present work, the QCD annihilation (qq → gγ) and Compton (q(q)g → q(q)γ) processes contribute to the photon spectra from QGP phase which has been calculated considering the quarks to be massive to avoid the divergence. The source function is related to the thermal emission rate of photons per unit four volume which is given by [16, 23] :
where N is the over all degeneracy for the reactions under consideration, |M| 2 is the square of the invariant amplitude for the processes under consideration (here→ gγ and qg → qγ), f i 's are the anisotropic distribution functions of constituent partons in medium.
In this work, we have assumed a system with highly momentum-space anisotropy where particle move with specific direction. In such a scenario, the phase space distribution function can be obtained by compressing or stretching an arbitrary distribution along one direction in momentum space and expressed as following [24] ;
where n is direction of anisotropic, ξ is a parameter of momentum space anisotropy and p hard is hard momentum scale which is directly related to average momentum of partons. p hard has a direct relevance with the temperature (T) of medium in isotropic scenario. We further assume f iso is Fermi-Dirac (BoseEinstein) distribution function for quarks (gluons). The anisotropy parameter ξ is related to transverse momentum (p T ) and longitudinal momentum (p L ) of the constituents via the following relation;
When ξ = 0, the system is locally isotropic but that does not imply the system to be in local thermal equilibrium unless the f iso is an equilibrium distribution function.
II. SPACE-TIME EVOLUTION
Using Eq. 9 the parton energy density in an anisotropic plasma can be factorized in the following manner;
and E iso (p hard ) is obtained by integrating the parton distribution functions (Eq. 9) for ξ = 0.
A. Space-time Interpolating Model
This model interpolates between the longitudinal free streaming model and hydrodynamical expansion by introducing a smeared step function [17] ,
For τ << τ iso (>> τ iso ) we have λ = 0(1) which corresponds to free streaming (hydrodynamics). With this, the time dependence of relevant quantities are as follows [17, 18] :
where,
The power of R in U keeps energy density continuous at τ = τ iso for all γ. γ −1 sets the width of the transition between free streaming and hydrodynamical evolution in units of τ iso .
III. RESULTS
With all these ingredients discussed in previous sections we have evaluated the two-photon correlation as a function of q out , q side and q long for two sets of RHIC initial conditions. In both the cases, we have observed a slight change by incorporating the initial momentum anisotropy (for τ iso =0.147 (0.24), 2, 3fm/c corresponding to T i = 446 (350)MeV). When τ iso takes the value of τ i in both the cases, the situation is similar to the isotropic case. So basically we have compared the isotropic scenario with that of anisotropic one. By taking ψ 1 = ψ 2 =0, y 1 = y 2 =0 and fixing transverse momentum of one photon (k 1T = 2 GeV) and varying the other (k 2T ), we obtain C 2 as function of q out . In Figs. 1 and 2 , we have plotted variation of C 2 as function of q out with SET-I and SET-II initial conditions respectively for RHIC energy. From both the figures, we infer that varying τ iso , a neglisible shift is observed in C 2 . R out probes both the transverse dimension and the duration of emission. With increasing τ iso , the value of R out which corresponds to q out is reduced with a small amount. This happens because by increasing τ iso , the system expands slower to achieve thermalization and isotropization. As slower the transverse expansion of the system is, so faster is the movement of rarefaction wave towards the center and as a consequence the size of the emission zone decreases. But here we have not taken the radial expansion (v r = 0) in our calculation. So we are not able to see considerable amount of change in R out . q long with SET-I and SET-II initial conditions for RHIC energy is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. It is clear from both the figures that there is a considerable difference for isotropic (when τ iso = τ i ) and anisotropic (for τ iso = 2, 3 fm/c) scenario. It is argued previously that the anisotropy in momentum space arises due to p
T . Thus we can argue here that the difference arises in size in longitudinal direction because of the above said asymmetry in momentum. Hence R long is reduced (see Table I ) with the anisotropic effect. We would like to mention here that the HBT radii give the length of homogeneity of the source and this is equal to the geometric size if the source is static. The HBT radii obtained from C 2 using Eq. 7 is tabulated in Table. I. However, for a dynamic source, e.g., the system formed after ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, the HBT radii are smaller than the geometric size. Figuring out the numbers tabulated in Table. I, it is clear that there is no observable effect of anisotropy for outward and sideward size of the emission zone, whereas the effect is sizable for longitudinal dimension.
C. Source Dimensions

IV. SUMMARY
In this work, we have attempted to evaluate the correlation function, C 2 for two identical photons emerging from anisotropic plasma. As photons are considered as penetrating probe, they carry informations from the anisotropic pre-equilibrium QGP. Hence R out and R long extracted from C 2 in such a scenario provide us the spatial information of the anisotropic QGP. We have showen that in presence of initial momentum space anisotropy the longitudinal dimension of the emission zone is reduced considerably. But due to absence of radial expansion no such difference is obserevd for the outward radius. As the side-ward size remains unaltered for initial momentum anisotropy, so it is not shown here. All this suggests that in presence of anisotropy in initial momentum space, the study of spatial and temporal dimension of emission zone will be more interesting in future with inclusion of radial effect in the evolution model.
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